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Coordination directive of the use temporary reserved areas TRA "Wave Camp 2011" is issued to coordinate the 
use of these areas with other users (i.e. Broumov, Hronov, Liberec, Hodkovice, Krnov, etc.) except Aeroclub 
Jesenik to avoid a violation entering these areas.

Aeroclub Jesenik is set coordinator use these areas according to AIP SUP č.25/11 dated August 11, 2011

From 01.09.2011 to 31.03.2012 will be in the airspace of the Czech Republic and Poland glider flights in the lee
wave.

Flights will be carried out depending on weather conditions between SR (sunrise) and SS (sunset) at defined for 
this purpose, TRA 90 A, C, D, E, F, G, H, J and EA 90 A, B, C , D, G, F.

In case of significant changes of activity Aeroclub Jesenik will inform immediately ACC Praha (later activation, 
earlier deactivation, breaks of one hour and more and any chase of FL). ACC Praha will pass this information to 
AMC Poland.

The published airspaces, LK TRA 90 A, C, D, E, F, G, H, J can be used up to flight level of 500 feet below upper 
limit of the airspaces, in order to ensure vertical separation from other traffic.

Entry and use of areas for WAVE CAMP 2011/2012 shall be coordinated with Aeroclub Jesenik:

+420 604 905 903 – Vlasta Lasovská
+420 584 453 951

vlna@aeroklubjesenik.cz

Koordinační postup:

Later than the day before (!) to 8:00 pm UTC request a phone at the above telephone number reservation of 

areas so that the sectors in a timely book. In the event that they are already booked, this will be communicated to 

you. Prepare, which sectors you want, take off time and estimated end or. number of aircrafts, if this is known.

The day conduct of flights ask AK Jesenik by phone to activate spaces min. 30 minutes before the planned entry 

into the areass - that means 30 minutes before the published time of the AUP. If you do not apply to activate, 30 

minutes after the published time is automatically deactivated and the space requirement of the day was not 

available any more. If you want to start to operate later than the scheduled time AUP, you need to ask at least to 

postpone the activation time for another hour. In the case of displacement of time is needed to activate re-apply 

30 minutes before the time shifted. Notify to AK Jesenik each interruption longer than 1 hour and any closure in 

wave areas. Caution - may be activated only some sectors -not all areas according to published AUP. Make sure 

that your desired sectors are activated. Each deactivation is released as UUP.

If aeroclubs request to activate or report entry into active spaces and not report termination, it is considered that 

they use areas and deactivation will be carried out with the sunset. AK Jesenik is not obliged to contact other AK 

about termination. Do not block air space unnecessarily, do not exceed the permitted level flight, observe the 

requirement of 500 ft (or 150 m) below the published upper limit of the air sector.

In case of repeated or serious breaches of discipline will be working with problematic AK (pilot) by AK Jesenik 

stopped and the flight director AeČR will be informed in the form of complaints about the irresponsible behavior of 

such AK (pilot).

It is necessary to secure a permanent telephone connection with AK Jesenik or radio frequency connection to 

123.5 MHz for any currently issued by the restriction of Prague or Warsaw ACC. It can be used as an 

intermediary third party, see:

pilot    ----
rádio 

----    3.person (i.e. AFIS of other AK)    -----
telephon

-----   AK Jeseník

In this case, tell the mediator contact to representatives AK Jesenik.

Please note that the AK Jesenik has an interest the areaswill be the most used, and therefore we will endeavor to 

meet all requirements for use of premises, in respects the Coordination Directive.
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Graphical representation temporary reserved areas on the Czech and Polish side.
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Wave area coordinates can be obtained v AIP SUPPLEMENT 25/11 from 11.8.2011 – czech side

( http://lis.rlp.cz/ais_data/aip/data/aipsup/s1125-110901-120331.pdf ) and in AIP SUPPLEMENT VFR 

37/11 –polish side ( www.ais.pansa.pl ).

Organizator in Polland is Jelenia Gora Aeroclub

see VFR SUP 37/11

Contact information:

JELENIA GÓRA AERO CLUB
Phone: +48-75-752-6020

JESENIK AERO CLUB
Phone: +420-604-905-903

Radiokomunikace
Jelenia Góra Aeroklub:
Frequency: 122.900 MHz
Call sign: JELENIA GÓRA RADIO

Jesenik Aeroklub:
Frequency: 123.500 MHz
Call sign: JESENIK INFO




